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PREFACE
On March 19, 2014 the Pinecrest Traffic/Circulation/Parking Technical Working Group met for the first time to discuss the stalled planning and implementation for the proposed Pinecrest Recreation Area traffic, circulation and parking
improvements. It was the first of several successful meetings which eventually led to an updated plan that respected the
goals of the previous planning effort and identified solutions to the concerns shared by the parties involved. The diagram
below summarizes the process that resulted in the updated Pinecrest Recreation Area Traffic/Circulation/Parking Plan:

Formation of the TCP Technical Working Group
Establish a small technical/task work group to identify issues
and solutions for the T.C.P. Plan.
Molly Fuller, District Ranger
Eric Roverud, Landscape Architect Design Workshop
Justin Smith, PG&E Planner
Julie Martin, Public Service Program Leader

Reuben Churnside, Dodge Ridge Rep.
Pat Smith, Pinecrest Permittees Association Rep.
Laurie Cashman, Pinecrest Lake Resort (PLR) Manager
Duke York, Deputy Director, Tuolumne County

TCP Technical Working Group Kick-Off Meeting (#1)
Confirm the goals for the project and establish a time line for completion.
Project goals confirmed:
• The project should not address the capacity of the
beach at Pinecrest but manage what we have.
• The project should reduce congestion caused by traffic
and parking activity to improve visitor experience and
pedestrian safety.
• There should be no net loss of legal parking spaces,
consistent with the Pinecrest Basin Management Direction.

Additional meeting conclusions:
• Agreement was reached between the United States
Forest Service and Pincrest Lake Resort on administrative
permit boundary adjustments which resulted in removing
the Boat Barn Lot (lot 5) from TCP consideration.
• The County provided clarification on which roads are
part of the County maintained facilities.

TCP Technical Working Group Options Evaluation Meeting (#2)
Develop evaluation criteria and evaluate various potential plan modifications
Among the ideas evaluated:
• Add truck/trailer parking to the expanded parking lot
(lot 10).
• Convert some of the truck/trailer spaces in the boat
trailer lot (lot 8) for car parking.
• Include a new entry to the J-lot (lot 1).
• Relocate the bus drop-off closer to the beach.

Following a project area site walk and a discussion
about the project design criteria two preferred options
were identified. Those options were further developed
and analyzed by a Traffic Engineering consultant.

TCP Technical Working Group Preferred Options Meeting (#3)
Review the preferred options and provide direction on the proposed improvements to the TCP
The following plan modifications were confirmed:
• Provide drop-off zone in parking area 2.
• Modify the design of the 3-way intersections at
Lakeshore Dr. and Pinecrest Lake Road to preserve the
trees in the traffic island.
• Provide a grand entry sign.
• Utilize flush curbs to minimize snow plow obstructions.

• Eliminate the road proposed through the meadow to
access parking area 8 from Pinecrest Avenue.
• Include car parking in area 8 in addition to vehicles
with trailer parking.
• Include motorcycle parking in area 8.
• Connect area 8 and the Pinecrest Commercial Center
with a pedestrian path.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

Introduction and Objectives
Pinecrest Lake is a busy recreation area managed by the Summit Ranger District of the
Stanislaus National Forest, United States Forest Service. The Pinecrest Recreation Area contains campgrounds, picnic/day use area, commercial center, resorts, marina, 383 recreation
residences, and organization camps. The use of the area will not be changing – this project
seeks to minimize congestion and issues related to access, parking, circulation and safety. The
existing conditions analysis identified three areas of concern needing improvement on which
the study should focus; Parking, Circulation and Wayfinding and Transit Opportunities.
The Traffic/Circulation/Parking Plan is required by the FERC License #2130 for the
Spring Gap – Stanislaus Hydroelectric Project. It is titled a “Recreation Sub-Plan (#2)” and
supports the Recreation Implementation Plan created by PG&E in collaboration with the
USFS – Summit Ranger District. The plan must include:
a.

Modifications to paths of travel that would reduce congestion at Pinecrest Recreation
Area, improve visitor safety and minimize resource damage
b. Improvements and/or additional parking facilities or operational procedures for day
use access
c. Implementation responsibilities and an implementation schedule
Anticipated management problems the plan may minimize
• Issues regarding emergency access in peak use times.
• Vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to pedestrian conflicts that impact visitor experience
and pedestrian safety.
Management objectives and goals
• The project should not address the capacity of the beach at Pinecrest but manage what
we have.
• The project should reduce congestion caused by traffic and parking activity to
improve visitor experience and pedestrian safety.
• reduce the number of drivers circulating while searching for a parking space
• the parking system needs to be enforceable
• investigate viability of alternative modes of travel
• There should be no net loss of legal parking spaces, consistent with the Pinecrest Basin
Management Direction.
• distinguish between the number of vehicles that can fit in existing parking areas
and the number of vehicles that could fit in parking areas if striped and designated to meet access and safety standards
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2. DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Design Principles
Design principles have been developed for the three main issue areas, circulation, parking and transit, to guide the development and exploration of opportunities for the Pinecrest Recreation Area. They are separated into topic areas:
environment and community. This provides a structure for the development
of evaluation criteria to assess design opportunities.
Parking
Environment (including visual quality)
• Provide screening to parking areas and setbacks where possible to enhance the
visual quality of the recreation area
• Protect some trees within parking lot areas (and leave space to plant more where
possible) to maintain the visual quality and experience of being in the forest
• Provide drop-off areas for vehicles and buses and remove bus parking from the
day use areas near the lake by identifying alternative parking locations
• Incorporate drainage and stormwater management into the configuration of new
parking areas
Community
• Reduce the impact of the automobile in the day use area by improving parking
and therefore improving recreation experience
• The available parking supply should be clearly designated through restriping at a
minimum or reconfiguring to improve efficiency and safety
• Relocate parking to reduce congestion, improve emergency access and improve
safety for vehicles and pedestrians
• Provide enforceable parking strategies to ensure the success of the plan
Circulation
Environment
• Reduce the need for drivers to circulate numerous times searching for parking to
minimize vehicle miles travelled and air quality
Community
• Improve the arrival experience to the lake by better defining circulation and
providing signage and wayfinding
• Provide sufficient turnaround space at the boat ramp and at Rustic Avenue to
prevent these areas becoming blocked on busy days
• Address boat trailer parking options to improve efficiency of movement and parking
• Improve pedestrian/bike safety by clearly delineating crosswalks and trail networks
to reduce potential conflict with vehicles
• Redesign roadways to reduce the potential for large vehicles to inadvertently
enter Lakeshore Drive.

Pinecrest Recreation Area
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Transit
• A transit system that benefits and provides incentive for users not to drive to the
lake
• Operate a short scheduled loop (which can be operated on a 30-minute schedule)
with stops located in strategic locations
Environment
• Improve air quality by reducing the number of vehicles going to the day use area
from off-site locations such as campgrounds, organization camps and resorts.
Community
• Provide consistent, reliable transportation to day use facilities when operating.
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Existing Conditions
Introduction
The Pinecrest Recreation area is located along State Route 108 in the Stanislaus National
Forest roughly 30 miles east of Sonora in Tuolumne County, California. The Pinecrest
Recreation Area contains campgrounds, picnic/day use area, commercial center, resorts,
marina, 383 recreation residences, and organization camps.
The purpose of this section is to discuss existing transportation conditions within the
Pinecrest area. Transportation factors are key considerations in the design of a major recreation area such as Pinecrest. Vehicular access, parking, and pedestrian/bicycling facilities
play crucial roles in the functioning of the facilities, and also have a very substantial impact
on the human and natural environment. This information will be used in the Traffic/
Circulation/Parking (TCP) Plan being developed for the public recreation areas of Pinecrest
as a requirement of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) license. There is
a general consensus among stakeholders that the TCP Plan process should work to reduce
congestion through the recreation area, improve visitor safety, and minimize resource damage. The TCP Plan will address vehicular and pedestrian circulation improvements.
Roadway System
The Existing Conditions Map presents the roadway system serving Pinecrest. Regional
access to the area is provided by California State Route (SR) 108, and primary access to
Pinecrest Lake is provided via Pinecrest Lake Road. The key roadways serving Pinecrest are
described as follows:
•

•

•

•

•

SR 108 provides regional access from the Central Valley in Oakdale, California
eastward through Sonora and Pinecrest and over Sonora Pass to an eastern terminus
at US 395 north of Bridgeport and south of Walker. The majority of this roadway
is a two-lane facility, though there are several sections of four-lane cross-section west
of Pinecrest. According to Caltrans 2008 traffic count data, the peak month average daily traffic volume along this roadway within the vicinity of Pinecrest is 2,900
vehicles per day, while the peak hour volume is 760 vehicles per hour.
Pinecrest Lake Road is a County road providing access from SR 108 to the Pinecrest
Lake area (a busy summer recreational area) as well as the Dodge Ridge Ski Area (a
major winter recreational destination). The posted speed limit on this roadway is
25 miles per hour. Two 10-foot travel lanes are provided, and the total pavement
width is 22 feet. The segment of Pinecrest Lake Road from SR 108 to Dodge Ridge
Road is classified as an Arterial roadway. The segment from Dodge Ridge Road to
Pinecrest Avenue near the lake is classified as a Collector roadway.
The continuation of Pinecrest Lake Road fronting Pinecrest Lake is referred to as
Lakeshore Drive, with 10-foot travel lanes and 2-foot paved shoulders. Lakeshore
Drive is classified as a Minor roadway. The portion of this roadway east of the snowplow turnaround/Circle Road is a Forest Service road.
Lakeshore Avenue is a two-lane roadway running from Pinecrest Avenue to the
east along the shoreline of the lake, providing access to the boat ramp as well as to
private cabins. The segment of Lakeshore Avenue from Pinecrest Avenue until the
boat ramp is a County road. The segment of Lakeshore Avenue beyond the Marina,
including the portion adjacent to the boat ramp, is a Pinecrest Permittees Association
(PPA) road.
Pinecrest Avenue is a County loop road running parallel to and north of Pinecrest
Lake Road from a point immediately west of Dodge Ridge Road to the Pinecrest
Commercial Center. This roadway is classified as a Minor roadway, and the posted

Pinecrest Recreation Area
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•

speed limit is 25 miles per hour. Two 10-foot travel lanes are provided, and the total
pavement width is approximately 22 feet.
Dodge Ridge Road is a County road connecting Pinecrest Lake Road to the Lair of
the Bear and to the Dodge Ridge Ski Area. This roadway is classified as an Arterial
roadway.

Recent Accident History
Collision data for the Pinecrest area for the period from February 1998 through January
2009 was provided by CHP staff. A total of 32 collisions occurred over the 10-year period,
for an average accident rate of 3.2 collisions per year. The majority (21) of the collisions
occurred during non-summer months (November through April). Almost half (15) of
the collisions occurred on SR 108 at or near its intersection with Pinecrest Lake Road.
According to CHP staff, no vehicle-pedestrian accidents were recorded. Based upon this
review, no undue traffic safety issues appear to be present within the Pinecrest area.
Vehicular Circulation
Traffic movement within the recreation area is generated primarily by day users, staff, and
service vehicles. The recreation area is open from 6:00 AM to 10:00 PM. On most summer weekends and holidays (Memorial Day to Labor Day), all public parking spaces located
within one-third mile of the Day Use area are occupied, and the area is congested by about
10:00 AM.
Specific vehicular traffic issues include the following:
•

•

•

•
•

•

The lack of clearly marked parking spaces in the day use area causes parking in locations that hinder vehicular circulation. This problem is most apparent along the
eastern portion of Pinecrest Avenue, along Pinecrest Lake Road from the commercial
center to the lake, along Lakeshore Drive, along various segments in the adjacent
residential neighborhoods, and along Dodge Ridge Road immediately south of its
intersection with Pinecrest Lake Road.
Emergency vehicle response times are sometimes compromised due to vehicular
congestion. For example, there are times when emergency vehicles cannot access
portions of Pinecrest Avenue due to vehicles parked along both sides of the road.
The geometry of Pinecrest Lake Road tends to lead you into Lakeshore Drive, creating a circulation problem. The existing circulation pattern is not adequate for large
vehicles, such as RVs and buses. The lack of a clearly designated RV/bus turnaround
area creates vehicular congestion along Lakeshore Drive.
Existing signage does not clearly direct the casual visitor to the appropriate day use
parking area.
The existing parking infrastructure for the day use area is in poor condition. It was
never designed as a whole. The use of pavement is inefficient, due to the fact that
parking layout is not well designed.
The existing parking pattern causes circulation problems. The circulation through the
day use area does not make sense for boat launching and parking, due to the fact that
the boat trailer parking area is located relatively far away from the boat ramp. This
brings the cars with boat trailers back through the triangular intersection formed by
Pinecrest Lake Road and the snack shack lot driveway, which is in the middle of the
day use circulation area. Additional congestion along Lakeshore Avenue (the access
roadway to the boat ramp) is caused by passenger vehicles searching for a parking
space, as well as pedestrians walking along the road. It should be noted that the congestion along Lakeshore Avenue is not necessarily caused by vehicles waiting to use
the boat ramp, as there is typically no wait to use the boat ramp. There are infrequent
episodes where boats not ready to launch can cause short delays as they block traffic
movements.
|5|
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The existing roadway geometry allows for excessive travel speed coming into
Pinecrest. Travel speed along Pinecrest Lake Road is a concern for some, especially
eastbound drivers approaching the Pinecrest campground and commercial center. In
addition, the traffic queue formed by vehicles waiting to enter the campground has
been observed to interfere with eastbound through traffic on Pinecrest Lake Road.

The TCP will address the above issues and recommend potential improvements.
Finally, some existing conditions of parking along Dodge Ridge Road in the summer create
a safety concern. Specifically, parked cars along the narrow curved section of Dodge Ridge
Road near the Meadowview Campground potentially create a driver sight distance problem.
Another safety concern is associated with pedestrians walking from these parking spaces to
the campground and back. These issues seem related to the use of the campgrounds rather
than the day use recreational facilities. Therefore, to the degree that parked cars along the
curve create a driver sight distance problem or pedestrian safety problem, the TCP Plan will
make recommendations for improvements. However, these parking spaces are not assumed
to be part of the parking count for existing day use.
Parking Conditions
Parking for the recreation area is provided in various lots along Pinecrest Lake Road,
Lakeshore Drive, and Lakeshore Avenue. In addition, on-street parking is currently allowed
along portions of Dodge Ridge Road, and along the shoulders in the residential neighborhood.
Existing Parking Supply
The “legal” public parking supply utilized for the day use recreation area was surveyed
by LSC Transportation Consultants staff. For the purposes of this study, “legal” parking
spaces are paved, striped, or unpaved spaces providing at least 9 feet of width and 20 feet
of length for typical perpendicular spaces and 25 feet of length for parallel parking spaces as
well as adequate drive aisle width for circulating traffic. In addition, parking spaces are not
considered legal if existing signage or County ordinance indicates that public parking is not
allowed.
The estimated parking supply associated with the day use area is summarized in Table 1.
As shown, a total of approximately 385 spaces are designated for the day use area for cars,
RVs and trailers. An additional 237 unofficial parking spaces are also utilized for day use,
for a grand total of about 622 day use parking/storage spaces. This includes 539 passenger
car spaces, 41 spaces for vehicles with trailers (including 11 spaces designated for boaters
or RVs), and 42 boat trailer only spaces. In addition, two 15-minute loading spaces are
provided at the boat ramp, and three 15-minute loading spaces are provided in the turnaround at the south end of Lakeshore Drive. Note that the parking area south of the snack
shack (Lot #2) is signed for “No Trailers”. The unpaved trailer parking lot (Lot #10) has a
14-day parking limit. Parked boat trailers have been observed along Pinecrest Avenue (see
Table 1).
The PLR Commercial Center parking lot serves a variety of uses. This lot contains 53
public parking spaces, as well as 2 private spaces reserved for residential use. The number of
parking spaces required for commercial center uses was estimated, and the results are shown
in Table 2. A total of approximately 42 spaces are estimated to be required, without taking any reductions for shared parking between the commercial uses. Therefore, there is an
overall parking surplus of 11 spaces in the commercial center lot. Vehicles associated with
the recreation area have been observed to use this lot. Since this lot is part of the Pinecrest
Lake Resort permitted facilities these spaces were not included in determining the base for
“no net loss” of public day use parking

Pinecrest Recreation Area
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At the end of Lakeshore Drive past the turnaround, there is a PPA permitted parking
lot containing approximately 23 passenger car parking spaces. However, as these spaces
are associated with the private cabins, and could therefore be used for overnight parking,
they are not included in the parking supply for the day use area. Finally, as explained
above, the parking spaces along the narrow curved section of Dodge Ridge Road near
the Meadowview Campground are not assumed to be part of the parking count for
existing day use.
Parking Observations
“Spot counts” of the number of vehicles parked in various lots near the recreation area
were conducted on a summer day. A review of the results indicates that overall, the
number of parked cars is higher than a standard parking layout would indicate. This is
partly due to the fact that one boater (car with trailer) space can accommodate two passenger cars. Another explanation is that drivers are willing to squeeze into spaces tighter
than standard.
Bus Parking
There are currently no official bus parking spaces at the recreation area. Up to 4 buses,
such as buses associated with campgrounds, churches, or schools, have been observed to
park at the lake at one time. Bus activity generally occurs during the summer season.
Traffic and Parking Regulation/Enforcement
Currently there are 3 Operations & Maintenance USFS staff members enforcing parking (one GS 7 Forest Protection Officer, one GS 5, and a temporary GS 4). They do
not have arresting authority, but they can write parking tickets. These staff persons
undertake a wide variety of duties, only one of which is parking enforcement, and they
serve over a large geographical area. Future additional Operations & Maintenance USFS
staff are planned, including 1 additional GS 7 and 2 additional GS 5, which will allow
2 persons to be on duty at any given time. In addition, there will be 1 dedicated Law
Enforcement Officer (LEO) shared between PG&E and Tri-Dam (Beardsley), as well
as 1 other LEO active in the forest that will spend some time at Pinecrest Lake. The
USFS also provides funding to the Tuolumne County Sheriff’s Department through a
cooperative agreement to have them patrol more frequently, as this is one of the busiest recreation sites within the County. Finally, a CHP officer patrols the area on some
evenings and weekends.
According to Pinecrest traffic citation data from April 1 to November 1 during the last
three years (2006-2009), the majority of traffic violations were for “parking or leaving a
vehicle in violation of posted instructions.” Other common violations were “operating
or parking a motor vehicle or trailers except in places designated for this purpose” and
“placing a vehicle or other object in such a manner that it is an impediment of hazard to
the safety or convenience of any person.”
Service Vehicles and Deliveries
Various delivery and service trucks access Pinecrest each week, such as a utility truck
arriving at 7:30 AM on Mondays and Fridays. However, the movement of these trucks
is not considered to be a concern during peak periods when traffic congestion occurs.
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Figure 1 - Existing Conditions Map
Pinecrest
Traffic/Circulation/Parking Plan
developed for
as required by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
License # 2130 for the Spring Gap - Stanislaus Project

in collaboration with

Description

Pinecrest Recreation Area
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Boat Trailer Parking Lot

On-Street Parking Along Dodge Ridge Rd. Chainup Area

9

10

11

Private Cabin Parking Lot on Lakeshore Dr. Past
Turnaround (no public spaces)

Pinecrest Lake Resort Maintenance Facility

Pinecrest Community Center

13

14

15

USFS

PLR Permit

PPA

PLR Permit

County

FS

Y

Y

Partial

Y

Y

N

N

N

Partial

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Striped?

0
0
0

23
Not currently
used
Not currently
used

0

0

23

53

539

195

41

0

14

50

60

4

26

344

95

10

100

139

Total

0

0

0

0

11

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11

0

0

0

11

RV /
Car +
Trailer

0

0

0

0

30

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

30

0

0

0

30

Car +
Trailer

0

0

0

0

41

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

41

0

0

0

41

Total Car
+ Trailer

Car + Trailer

Parking Supply (Spaces)

0

0

0

0

42

42

0

42

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Trailer Only
(unattached)

0

0

23

53

622

237

41

42

14

50

60

4

26

385

95

10

100

180

TOTAL

Source: LSC Transportation Consultants, Inc., Forest Service staff, and PG&E staff.

Note 3: Two additional spaces are provided in the commercial center lot for private residential uses.

Note 2: Two 15-minute loading spaces are provided at the boat ramp, and three 15-minute loading spaces are provided in the turnaround at the south end of Lakeshore Drive. Loading spaces are not included in the total.

Note 1: USFS and PG&E staff has noted up to 60 cars park in this location on peak days.

2

14

525

51

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14

8

2

0

4

Handicap

195

41

0

14

50

60

4

26

330

87

8

100

135

Passenger
Vehicles

Passenger Vehicles

PLR=Pinecrest Lake Resort, FS=Forest Service, PPA=Pinecrest Permittees Association, N=No, Y=Yes, NA=Not Available

Commercial Center Lot on Pinecrest Lake Rd.

12

LOTS FOR A VARIETY OF USES

TOTAL DAY USE PARKING

3

Campground Overflow Lot on Campground Side of
Pinecrest Lake Rd.

8

2

FS

Dirt Lot on Pinecrest Lake Rd. Opposite Campground
Driveway

Subtotal Other Day Use Spaces

PLR Permit

On-Street Parking Along Pinecrest Ave.

7

County

Highland Way - Dirt lot within Residential Area

6
1

Boat Barn Lot on Mountain Side of Lakeshore Ave.

5

OTHER SPACES UTILIZED FOR DAY USE
PLR Permit

FS

90-Degree Spaces along Lake Side of Lakeshore Dr.

4

Subtotal Spaces Designated for Day Use Area

PLR Permit

90-Degree Spaces along Lake Side of Lakeshore Ave.

3

Partial

PLR
Permit/FS

Lakeside Lot South of Snack Shack (3 parking lots)

2

Y

Paved?

County

L-Shaped County Lot on Pinecrest Lake Rd.

Ownership

1

PARKING SPACES DESIGNATED FOR DAY USE AREA

Parking
Area

TABLE 1: Pinecrest Recreation Area - Existing Parking Supply
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TABLE 2: PLR Commercial Center - Parking Analysis
Description

Floor Area (square
feet)

Parking Requirement

Grocery Store

4,000

8 sp minimum, plus 1 sp/each 250 sf in
excess of 1,000 sf

20

Restaurant

750

16 sp/1,000 sf

12

Sports Shop

1,300

8 sp minimum, plus 1 sp/each 250 sf in
excess of 1,000 sf

9

Post Office

Unknown 3

3 sp/1,000 sf

1

Parking Spaces

1

2

PARKING DEMAND

TOTAL PARKING DEMAND

42

PARKING SUPPLY

53

4

PARKING SURPLUS

11

Note 1: Based upon Tuolumne County Development Code Chapter 17.60.
Note 2: Does not include reductions for shared parking.
Note 3: Given the relatively small size of the post office, one parking space is estimated to be required.
Note 4: Does not include the two spaces reserved for private cabins.
Source: LSC Transportation Consultants, Inc., and PLR staff.

Pedestrian/Bicycle Facilities
A pedestrian pathway runs along the south side of Pinecrest Lake Road from Dodge Ridge
Road past the Pinecrest Campground entrance, around the south side of the County parking lot to Lakeshore Drive and the Day Use Area. This pathway also runs up the west side
of Dodge Ridge Road to the Meadowview Campground. Two crosswalks are provided
along Lakeshore Drive. A crosswalk is also provided on Pinecrest Avenue at its eastern
intersection with Pinecrest Lake Road. A sidewalk is provided along the north side of
Pinecrest Lake Road providing access from the Commercial Center east to the day use area.
Undeveloped trails through the meadow are utilized by bicyclists and pedestrians. The
Pinecrest Lake National Recreation Trail starts from the marina and makes a loop around
the lake. There is currently the potential for conflicts between trail users and boat ramp
users, as no formal trail crossing is provided at the boat ramp.
Transit Facilities
The Tuolumne County Ski Bus currently provides transit service from Sonora up to Dodge
Ridge and back in the winter. A round trip ticket is $10. In the summer, transit service is
provided up to Sierra Village by Tuolumne County. There is currently no transit service to
Pinecrest in the summer.
Winter Conditions
During the winter season, the day use area is used as a snow play area (though no snowmobiling is allowed in the area). The County roads and PPA roads are plowed, as well as
some of the day use parking areas, though some spaces are used for snow storage. RV’s have
been observed to park overnight at the day use area in the winter. Recreation parking and
Dodge Ridge overflow parking are accommodated in the L-shaped County lot (parking area
#1 shown in Figure 1). According to observations made by Pinecrest Permittee Association
staff, traffic queues typically form along Dodge Ridge Road during peak periods of exiting
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skier traffic activity, due to drivers waiting to turn left from Dodge Ridge Road onto
Pinecrest Lake Road.
Future Conditions
Very little growth in land use is forecast to occur in the Pinecrest area. The population
of Tuolumne County is forecast to grow by a total of 15 percent over the next 20 years,
according to US Census data. Due to this growth as well as growth in neighboring
counties, Pinecrest is expected to see a modest increase in traffic and parking activity.

Pinecrest Recreation Area
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Intersection of Pinecrest Lake Road with Hwy 108.

Approach to Pinecrest Lake past the commercial center.

Intersection between Pinecrest Lake Road and the loop road
that leads to the boat ramp.

Boat ramp

Turnaround area at the end of Lakeshore Drive.

Wayfinding signage where Pinecrest Lake Road turns into
Lakeshore Drive.

Entrance to National Recreation trail near the boat ramp
and marina.

Trees in the middle of Lakeshore Drive past Rustic
Avenue.
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Existing parking lot near snack shack and Beach 1 uses
boulders to control parking and define pedestrian path.

Large parking lot owned by the County currently provides
vehicle, boat trailer, and RV parking spaces.

Existing parking lot near Snack Shack and Beach 1 does
not maximize efficiency in parking.

Cars are often double parked, blocking users in.

Unclear striping results in haphazard arrangement of parking.

Vehicles share spaces striped for vehicles and boat trailers.

Appropriate winter parking areas are not clearly marked.

Dirt parking lot opposite Pinecrest Campground is currently
used for overflow parking.

Pinecrest Recreation Area
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Plan
Based on project objectives and design principles developed for the project the
Traffic/ Circulation/ Parking Plan has been developed to improve the overall
experience, operations and physical layout of Pinecrest Basin, without changing
the uses and the character of the area. This project seeks to minimize congestion
and issues related to access, parking, circulation and safety for pedestrians and
vehicles.

1. Parking
Vehicle Parking
Reorganizing and redistributing day use parking will provide several benefits to improving
the overall experience at the day use area. Collectively, these improvements will provide
clearly marked areas designated for parking, remove parking that impedes emergency access
or blocks other parked vehicles, reduces congestion and improves the ability to manage
the parking areas during peak conditions. The Pinecrest Recreation Residence Tract road
system was outside of the analysis area for this study. The Forest Service will work with
Recreation Residence Permittees within the tract to assess the need to restrict public day use
parking within the tract road system.
Table 3: Pinecrest Parking Counts provides a worksheet that identifies on a conceptual
basis how many vehicles will be able to park in each respective lot after the lots have been
redesigned and reconfigured to achieve maximum efficiency. When compared to Table
1: Pinecrest Recreation Area – Existing Parking Supply in Chapter 1 the overall parking
may appear different on Table 3. It is important to note that Table 1 reflects all parking in
the Pinecrest Recreation Area, whether or not it is legal or formally designated as Day Use
Parking. Through the process of assessing which parking areas are unsafe or illegal, designating official public parking areas and reallocating uses, the amount of parking may change by
lot, but the overall number of parking spaces will remain the same. The basis for assessing
net loss of parking is based on the number of legal parking spaces as designed
to meet current state and county guidelines (depicted in Table 3). Parking spaces
in some areas may be reduced due to spacing requirements resulting from implementing
current guidelines. The text below addresses each lot and explains how the lot will be redesigned or if the lot was removed from consideration because it is illegal or is not designated
as formal public parking.
Thirteen (13) opportunity areas were identified and studied (See Section 3, Figure 1 –
Existing Conditions Map and Table 1). Reference Section 4: Plan, Figure 2, “Illustrative
Plan of Key Improvements”, for the conceptual designs for individual lots.
•

Parking Lot 1 (Area 1): The existing L-shaped lot across from the Pinecrest Lake
Resort commercial area will be resurfaced, striped and signed to meet code and accessibility requirements. The layout will establish clear points of ingress and egress to this
lot. The existing dirt lot (Area 10) currently used for disconnected boat trailers will be
incorporated into the paved vehicle only lot. The utility of Lot 1 could be improved
by adding a series of 10 angled pull-through dual parking spaces. Each of these spaces
could be used by a vehicles with trailer (particularly fishermen) in the morning and
by two motorists the remainder of the day, by signing them for “No Parking For
Vehicles Without Trailers Prior to 11 AM”. As the parking accumulation counts
conducted in August 2009 indicate that total overall parking demand reaches its peak
between 2 PM and 4 PM, this would effectively increase the peak parking supply.
Rationale: Reducing the 42 boat trailer parking spaces from this area eliminates
vehicle/vehicle with trailer/pedestrian congestion and provides additional single
vehicle parking spaces in an area proximate to the day use area. Landscaped islands
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will separate parking lanes to better distinguish parking configuration, aid with traffic
flow, and provide visual buffers. The transition between paved surfaces and landscape
buffers should be designed with flush curbs to ease snow removal operations. The
existing pedestrian trail will have a safer crossing through the lot and across Lakeshore
Drive. This lot would be incorporated into the FERC project boundary, thereby
providing for continued maintenance and upkeep as required by the 4e conditions
and/or articles of the license agreement.
•

Parking Lot 2 (Area 2): The existing paved/gravel parking area adjacent to the
Pinecrest Lake Resort Snack Shack will be redesigned to meet current design standards, improve circulation within the lot and to provide the opportunity for vegetative
screening. The design of the parking lot will strive to minimize the visual impact of
the parking area by assessing alternative paving materials and by incorporating drainage
strategies that reduce runoff. Accessible parking spaces will be provided in this lot to
provide easy access to the day use pathways. This lot will incorporate vehicular and
bus loading/unloading zones on the lake side of the parking lot to improve the arrival
experience by protecting the viewshed from parked cars.
Rationale: Accessible parking stalls in this location will provide broader opportunities
and access to the day use area for those with accessibility needs. Landscaped islands
will separate parking lanes to better distinguish parking configuration, aid with traffic flow, and provide visual buffers. Design and landscaping of this lot will enhance
the visual quality of the area and provide organized circulation within. The parking
lot design will provide for clear ingress/egress and circulation through the lot, reducing congestion. This lot is necessary to meet the objective of no net loss of legal
parking capacity, as required by the Stanislaus National Forest Land and Resources
Management Plan. This lot is currently within the FERC project boundary.

•

Area 3: The existing 90 degree parking along the lake side of Lakeshore Ave (north
of snack shack) will be eliminated (10 spaces). This area will be redesigned to accommodate a staging area which can accommodate up to two vehicles with boats to prepare for launching at the boat ramp. Similarly, a boat tie down area opposite the boat
staging area for has been added. An accessible parking stall with an accessible route to
the boat ramp is provided on the north side of Lakeshore Ave.
Rationale: Redesigning this existing parking area for a boat readying “lane” will
minimize boat trailer backup in the boat ramp area and provide an area to meet accessibility needs for boaters. It is anticipated that by changing the use type in this area
that congestion created from vehicles circling and seeking vacant parking spaces will
be eliminated as well as the safety hazard created from perpendicularly parked vehicles
backing into pedestrian, vehicle, and vehicle with trailer travel ways.

•

Area 4: Changes to the existing parking along Lakeshore Drive will be made to
adjust locations of accessible parking, meet County code requirements and to incorporate loading/unloading zones to better service current and improved lake access
locations.
Rationale: All existing parking along Lakeshore Drive is feasible and necessary. By
providing additional loading/unloading zones along this section, vehicles stopping
along the road and behind parked vehicles will be minimized and/or eliminated
thereby reducing the congestion currently experienced along Lakeshore Drive

•

Area 5: Dropped from consideration for formal designated public parking.
Rationale: Pinecrest Lake Resort will continue to manage this lot for parking for
PLR customers, employees, and cabin owners. PLR will be authorized for the
continued use of this area for off season boat storage.

Pinecrest Recreation Area
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•

Area 6: Dropped from consideration for formal designated public parking.
Rationale: The small dirt area along Highland Way provides parking for approximately 4 vehicles. This area was eliminated from further consideration in the TCP
after considering the limited parking opportunities provided by the topography
for cabin permittees along Highland Way and North Shore. These 4 spaces could
be authorized by the FS to PPA or North Shore Cabin owners for cabin parking.
(North Shore cabins have no road access or designated parking areas.) However, the
4 spaces were identified as part of the total number of base legal parking spaces and
will be accounted for in the total numbers for the formal public parking areas identified through this plan.

•

Area 7: Limited parallel parking will be formalized along the south side of Pinecrest
Avenue. The USFS is working with the County to legalize that parking.
Rationale: Enforcing the no parking regulations along the north side of Pinecrest
Avenue will eliminate vehicular congestion and allow unfettered access by emergency
vehicles as well as reducing conflicts between cabin owners who find access to their
cabins/lots blocked by public day use vehicles. Additionally, overall pedestrian travel
and pedestrian vs. vehicle conflicts along and in the roadway will be minimized and/
or eliminated. The United States Forest Service is working with the County to make
some parking along Pinecrest Avenue legal according to the County code for parking.

•

Area 8: The dirt lot across from the entrance to Pinecrest Campground will be formalized and developed as parking for vehicles with attached boat trailers and for cars.
The design of the parking lot will strive to minimize the visual impact of the parking
area by assessing alternative paving materials and by incorporating drainage strategies
that reduce runoff.
Rationale: The lot will be designated for day use for vehicles with attached boat trailers parking and for day use car parking. This also allows the lot that is currently used
for vehicles with boat trailers (lot 1) to be reconfigured for additional single vehicle
parking in close proximity to the day use area.

•

Area 9: Dropped from consideration for formal designated public parking.
Rationale: The 90 degree parking on the campground side of Pinecrest Lake Road
(intersection of campground and Pinecrest Lake Road) provides parking for excess
vehicles for the campground users. This area was eliminated from further consideration in the TCP after taking into account the extra vehicle needs for the campground
and the limited number of opportunities this area could contribute to the overall public parking strategy in the Pinecrest Basin. This overflow parking area will be assessed
as part of the overall rehabilitation of Pinecrest Campground as part of the PG&E/FS
Recreation Settlement Agreement.

•

Area 10: The existing dirt lot adjacent to the existing L-shaped lot (Area 1) currently
used for unattached boat trailer parking will be formalized and developed as an extension of the existing Area 1 for day use vehicle parking. An alternate location in the
vicinity of the RV dump station will be developed for unattached boat trailer parking
up to 14 day duration. Security bollards would be installed to allow trailers to be
locked.
Rationale: Removing unattached and overnight boat trailer parking from this area
will provide the opportunity to develop additional day use single vehicle parking that
is proximate to the day use area. Providing additional parking in this area will also
offset any net loss resulting from eliminating parking along Pinecrest Avenue and from
bringing existing parking configurations into current standards. Long term storage of
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boat trailers (up to 14 days) can be provided outside the basin. The RV dump station
area is easily accessible and since the trailers are unhitched from their towing vehicles,
the owners would have transportation to return to their destination within the Basin.
•

Area 11: On-street parking along Dodge Ridge Road chain-up area. Dropped
from consideration for formal designated public parking.
Rationale: This area is typically used by day use visitors on peak and/or holiday
weekends. After considering potential designs for formalizing this use, it was determined that any design may increase traffic hazards along Dodge Ridge Road, based on
the proximity to Pinecrest Lake Road, travel speed of approaching traffic and the need
for users at this area to then back out into traffic. Although currently not posted for
no-parking, the County has jurisdiction over that area. This area is not conducive to
a designated parking area due to liability and safety concerns.

•

Area 12: Parking in PLR Commercial Parking Area. This area was dropped from
consideration for designated public parking.
Rationale: This area is integral to the commercial center operated by Pinecrest Lake
Resort. Mixing commercial services parking with designated public parking is undesirable and difficult, if not impossible, to enforce.

•

Area 13: The parking at the east end of the day use area at the fishing access turnaround. This area was dropped from consideration for any additional public parking
due to space limitation.
Rationale: This lot currently meets existing County codes and ABA requirements.
Some modifications to this area may result from the improvements and rehabilitation activities required for the day use area facilities which are outside the Traffic,
Circulation and Parking Plan.

•

Area 14: Pinecrest Lake Resort Maintenance Facility. This area was dropped from
consideration for designated public parking.
Rationale: Pinecrest Lake Resort will continue to manage this lot to support the
resort operations.

•

Area 15: Community Center Parking Area.
Rationale: This lot will be striped and formalized to make available more efficient
vehicle and bus parking. It is envisioned that visitors arriving via bus will be dropped
of at the bus loading/unloading zone located in Lot 2. A minimum number of bus
parking spaces will be provided at the Community Center Parking Lot to address bus
parking requirements on peak visitation days. Alternative bus parking spaces are available in Lot 1 during non-peak visitation.

Pinecrest Recreation Area
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Table 3: Pinecrest Parking Counts
Legal Vehicle Parking
Parking area

Existing #

Proposed Spaces

Proposed ABA

Total Proposed

Difference

1

139

218

4

222

+83

2

100

73

6

80

-20

3

10

0

0

0

-10

4

95

82

6

88

-7

51

26

26

0

26

0

62

4

4

0

4

0

7

0

30

0

30

+30

8

50

26

0

26

-24

94

14

0

0

0

-14

115

41

41

0

41

0

12

6

53

51

2

53

0

137

23

23

0

23

0

14

0

0

0

0

0

15

0

26

0

26

+26

555

600

18

619

+64

3

8

Sub-Total

Vehicles with attached trailers/RV Parking
Parking area
1
3
10

9

8
Sub-Total

Existing #

Proposed Spaces

Proposed ABA

Total Proposed

Difference

41

20

0

20

-21

0

0

1

1

+1

0

0

0

0

0

0

26

0

26

26

41

46

1

47

+6

Existing Legal Vehicular Parking Spaces = 555

Existing Legal RV/Vehicle and Trailer Spaces = 41

Note 1. Parking counts for Area 8 include 10 spaces designated for motorcycles.
Note 2. The spaces identified for Parking Area 6 are considered part of the total number of base legal parking will remain in their current
condition and therefore will not result in a change in the available legal parking spaces.
Note 3. Parking Area 7 has been omitted from the analysis of both existing and proposed parking because parking on Pinecrest Ave is illegal.
Note 4. Parking Area 9 show a loss of available parking as those spaces will be incorporated into the Pinecrest Campground plans and used
for overflow campground parking.
Notes 5,6,7. The spaces identified for Parking Areas 11,12, and 13 are considered part of the total number of base legal parking. They will
remain in their current condition and therefore will not result in a change in the available legal parking spaces.
Note 8. The parking lot at the Community Center is not currently striped. Based on the area of the paved space, it is anticipated that
approximately 28 parking spaces could be formalized in this area.
Note 9. The 42 trailer storage spaces associated with Parking Area 10 are to be relocated across Highway 108 near the dump station and
therefore will not result in a change in the available legal parking spaces.
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2. Circulation and Wayfinding
Simple improvements to the existing circulation and signage (wayfinding) at Pinecrest Lake
will have considerable impacts on improving the quality of Pinecrest and reduce impacts on
the natural environment and conflicts between vehicles and pedestrians. These include:
Circulation Site Improvements
Specific recommendations for improving the circulation and reducing congestion at the Boat
Ramp area, the intersection of Pinecrest Lake Road and Lakeshore Drive and the intersection of Lakeshore Drive and Rustic Avenue include:
•

Boat Ramp Area: The layout of the Boat Ramp and staging area has been modified
to include two stalls for vehicles with boats in trailers to prepare for launching. This is
in addition to the current area available for stacking. In addition, two stalls are provided for boats to use immediately after launching and/or loading to secure any items
prior to leaving the boat launch area. This will reduce congestion in the boat launch
area. An accessible space for a vehicle with trailer is also provided in this area along
with an accessible route to an accessible floating dock.

•

Pinecrest Lake Road and Lakeshore Drive realignment: What is currently
an uninterrupted transition from Pinecrest Lake Road onto Lakeshore Drive will
be maintained to with the exception of a new side street only stop sign for vehicles
exiting parking area 2 and turning onto Pinecrest Lake Road. An entry sign will be
added in the current island area to orient visitors to parking areas and day use amenities.

•

Pinecrest Avenue and Lakeshore Avenue intersection: This intersection will
be redesigned to increase distinctive road angles, eliminate unnecessary asphalt and
facilitate clear directional signing. A T-intersection at Lakeshore Avenue will reduce
congestion and confusion for the confluence of parking lot traffic, boat/marina traffic
and through traffic.

•

Lakeshore Drive and Rustic Avenue: Sufficient turnaround space at Rustic
Avenue in the form of a turn-around will prevent these areas from becoming blocked
on busy days while providing the opportunity for larger vehicles, such as RV’s, a
place to turn around. Busses will be prohibited beyond the intersection of Pinecrest
Lake Road and parking area 2. Larger vehicles (RV’s, vehicles with trailers, etc.)
that have missed previous warning and turnout options will be provided a final turn
around opportunity at Rustic Avenue to avoid narrowing roads beyond this point.
An additional benefit is this will also serve to slow traffic speeds (traffic calming) along
Lakeshore Drive.

•

The small tree islands in the center of Lakeshore Drive east of Rustic Avenue will be
eliminated and paved. The few remaining trees in the tree islands are in poor health
and have long posed a hazard to wide vehicles and vehicles backing out of the perpendicular parking spaces. Some trees have already died and stumps remain which
have provided an additional backing hazard. Removal and paving will improve visitor
safety and reduce vehicle damage.

Pinecrest Recreation Area
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Signage and Traffic Calming
In order to improve circulation, reduce congestion and improve visitor safety, a preliminary
signage and wayfinding strategy has been developed for the day use area (see Figure 5).
This includes signs to direct visitors to their destination and parking areas, identifies where
access and parking for large vehicles (bus/RV/ vehicles with boat trailers) is located, as well
as regulatory signage such as speed limits, no parking and stop signs occur. Upon arrival to
Pinecrest, a new Gateway/ Portal sign is proposed after the Summit Ranger Station along
Pinecrest Lake Road. The purpose will be to reinforce the arrival into Pinecrest and will aid
in reducing traffic speeds. At a pedestrian level, wayfinding signs will direct users to primary destinations such as the marina, amphitheatre, fishing area, etc. All signage will be from
a consistent palette of material and adhere to the USFS sign guidelines.
Passenger Loading Areas
Loading and unloading areas for passenger vehicles have been expanded and relocated along
Lakeshore Drive to be consistent with access points to the lake. A new drop off area for
passenger vehicles and busses is proposed within Parking Lot 2 to avoid passengers having
to walk through the Area 2 parking lot on the way to and from the beach. When a bus and
cars are not present in the drop-off zone, it will also provide a better view of the beach and
Pinecrest Lake.
Trail System and Pedestrian Connections
The Final Plan has identified areas where the overall trail system and connectivity can be
improved. The approach is to build off the existing trail system and improve pedestrian/bike
safety by clearly delineating crosswalks and trail networks to reduce potential conflict with
vehicles. New trail connections proposed as part of this study include: a new section that
connects the proposed vehicle with trailer parking lot to the existing commercial area and a
new connection from the proposed bus drop off to the snack shack and beach area. The trail
that currently provides access to the day use area will be realigned as part of reconfiguring
the T intersection. A trail connection that connects the Pinecrest Campground to the day
use area through the existing vehicle with trailer parking lot will be better delineated as part
of the reconfiguration of this lot to vehicle parking only. Finally, where crosswalks exist or
are proposed, appropriate striping, signage and clearing of vegetation will occur for better
pedestrian visibility.

3. Alternative Transportation Systems
The Stanislaus National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan (Forest Plan) as
amended by the Pinecrest Basin Management Direction contains the following standards and
guidelines:
•

•
•
•

In conjunction with a traffic flow analysis, identify all available parking within the
Pinecrest Basin. There will be no net loss of public parking spaces while maintaining
natural vegetation areas.
Overflow parking options will be identified and communicated to the public.
Parking is limited to designated sites/areas only.
Alternative transportation methods (e.g. buses, carpools, and bicycle/pedestrian paths)
are actively encouraged, to increase availability of parking.

Based on conceptual designs developed for the Traffic Circulation and Parking (TCP) Plan,
the estimated total legal parking indicates the objective of “no net loss” of legal parking can
be met. PG&E and FS agree that if during the implementation of the TCP Plan (actual
construction of new or reconfigured parking areas) it is determined that a net loss of 5%
or greater (30 spaces or greater) of the existing 596 legal parking spaces (555 vehicle spaces
+ 41 vehicle w/trailer spaces) will occur, both parties will work together to develop and
implement a mutually agreeable mitigation to compensate for this loss.
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Figure 2 - Final Traffic/Circulation/Parking Plan
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Figure 5 - Signage Plan
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Implementation
The Traffic Circulation and Parking (TCP) Plan is part of a larger Recreation
Implementation Plan (RIP). The RIP has a multitude of improvements that will be constructed over the next five or so years. In order to gain overall efficiency the areas identified
for construction or rehabilitation in the TCP has been incorporated into the RIP implementation schedule.
PG&E shall be responsible for performing design and construction of the rehabilitation and
improvements unless PG&E and the Forest Service (FS) agree otherwise.
Below is an overview of the TCP implementation schedule that follows the format described
in Chapter Four. For information on the quarterly detailed descriptions of the overall implementation plan and to see how the TCP items fit in with the work that is associated with
the RIP please reference the RIP and its implementation schedule.

Table 4: Implementation Schedule
Plan

Area

Description

Action

Implementation
Year

Parking Lot
1 (Area 1)

Existing L shaped lot along
Pinecrest Lake Rd and Lakeshore
Dr.

Resurfaced, striped and signed to meet
code and Architectural Barriers Act
(ABA) requirements.

2015-2017

Parking Lot
2 (Area 2)

Existing parking lot near Snack
Shack and Beach 1.

Reconfigure, repave, Bus stop.

2015-2017

Area 3

Existing parking spaces along
Lakeshore Ave.

Redesign to accommodate boat staging
area.

2015-2017

Area 4

Existing parking along Lakeshore
Drive.

Resurfaced, striped and signed to meet
code and Architectural Barriers Act
(ABA) requirements. Incorporate loading
zones

2015-2017

Area 5

Boat Storage Lot

No action. Area was dropped from
consideration.

-

Area 6

Parking area along Highland way

No action. Area was dropped from
consideration.

-

Area 7

On street parking along Pinecrest
Ave.

Sign no parking along Pinecrest Ave.

2015-2017

Area 8

Existing dirt lot on Pinecrest Lake
Rd. across from campground
entrance

Pave and stripe for short term hitched
boat parking and vehicle parking.

2015-2017

Area 9

Campground overflow parking on
Pinecrest Lake Rd.

This will be address as part of the campground improvements.

-

Area 10

Existing dirt lot adjacent to Area
1. New lot near RV dump station
to relocate long term boat trailer
parking.

Incorporate dirt lot into Area 1. Pave,
stripe and sign.

2015-2017

1. Parking
A. Vehicle
Parking
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Table 4: Implementation Schedule
Plan

Area

Description

Action

Implementation
Year

Area 11

Dodge Ridge chain up area.

No action. Area was dropped from
consideration.

-

Area 12

PLR Commercial Parking Area.

No action. Area was dropped from
consideration.

-

Area 13

Parking lot near end of Lakeshore
Dr. near fishing access.

No action. Area was dropped from
consideration.

-

Area 14

PLR Maintenance Facility

No action. Area was dropped from
consideration.

-

Area 15

Parking at the Pinecrest Community
Center.

Stripe and sign existing paved area.

2015-2017

2. Circulation and Wayfinding
Boat Ramp
Area

Boat Ramp, turn around, Marina

Create boat staging area and accessible
boat parking area.

2015-2017

Pinecrest
Lake Rd. &
Lakeshore
Drive.

Intersection of Pinecrest Lake Rd. &
Lakeshore Drive.

Realign Intersections.

2015-2017

Pinecrest
Ave. &
Lakeshore
Ave.

Intersection of Pinecrest Ave. &
Lakeshore Ave.

Realign Intersections.

2015-2017

Lakeshore
Dr.& Rustic
Ave.

Intersection of Lakeshore Dr.&
Rustic Ave. intersection

Build turn-around

2015-2017

Lakeshore
Dr. Near
Rustic Ave.

Tree islands on Lakeshore Dr. near
Rustic Ave.

Remove tree islands

2015-2017

B. Signage
and Traffic
Calming

All areas

Signage

Signage will be placed in each new or
upgraded parking and circulation as the
areas are constructed.

2015-2017

C. Loading
Areas

Lakeshore
Dr./ Parking
Area 2

Passenger loading zones

The Lakeshore Dr. locations will be built
as a part of the work in Area 4. The Bus
loading zone will be built as a part of the
reconstruction of Area 2.

2015-2017

D. Trail
System and
Pedestrian
Connections

All areas

Connecting existing trails with new
and reconfigured parking and day
use areas.

Trails will be built in each new or
upgraded parking and circulation as the
areas are constructed.

2015-2017

All Areas

Develop alternative transportation
systems

If during TCP implementation a parking loss of 5% or greater of existing legal
spaces is realized, PG&E and FS will
develop and implement mutually agreeable mitigation to compensate for the
loss.

TBD

A. Circulation
Site
Improvements

3. Transit

Pinecrest Recreation Area
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6. APPENDIX

A. Summary of Stakeholder Meetings
The design team met with 2 stakeholder groups identified by PG&E in collaboration with the USFS. The first group included representatives from regulatory
agencies that are involved with the operations and regulation of the Pinecrest
area. The second group included representatives from businesses in the Pinecrest
Basin that could be influenced by changes in traffic/circulation/parking. Both
meetings were held on December 11, 2009 at the Stanislaus National Forest
Supervisor’s Office in Sonora, CA. Participants were invited individually by
phone. See below for participants and meeting minutes. The goal for the meetings was to collect information about existing conditions and to identify potential
opportunities for improvements.

List of Stakeholders:
Tuolumne County Board of Supervisors - Teri Murrison
Pinecrest Lake Resort - Laurie Cashman
Pinecrest Lake Resort - Heidi Lupo
Pinecrest Permittees Association - Tim Fisher
Dodge Ridge Ski Resort - Reuben Chirnside
Office of Congressman George Radanovich - Kurt Vander Weide
Caltrans - Ken Weeks
California Highway Patrol - Michael Remmel
County of Tuolumne Public Works - Barry Bynum
County of Tuolumne Public Works/Transportation Services - Darin Grossi
Tuolumne County Sherriff’s Department - Ken Diaz
Forest Service Law Enforcement - Jay Power
Forest Service Roads Division - Mike Bradshaw
Lair of the Golden Bear - Mike Yaley
Regulatory Stakeholders
1.
Introductions
2.
a.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing Conditions
Strengths
There have been few accidents over the last15 years according to CHP data
() Mike to send accident Data to Sara at LSC Transportation (sara@lsctahoe.com)
Trails are connected to parking
Pinecrest Lake is readily accessible
Jewel in the Sierras
() Multiple generations have recreated here and love it
Transportation – the road link is short from the highway to the lake – gentle topography
Geographically compact user area so there is infrastructure layout efficiency

Pinecrest Recreation Area
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b.
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

3.

Challenges
There is jurisdictional confusion about boundaries and responsibilities
Road Easement/ROW with County is confusing and old. Need to clean this up.
Signage needs to be improved and responsibility clarified
() No current guiding document for signage
() Maintaining signing along road is a challenge
Suggested Signage (County roads) responsibilities:
() Warning and regulatory signage
() County should have authority
() Could expand existing ordinances – would need to be passed by the Board of
Supervisors?
() Directional and Informational
() USFS and County responsibility
() Need to clarify jurisdiction & responsibilities with USFS and County/BOS
() Suggest “no parking” areas?
() If a fire lane, no need for approval – may not need to go to Board?
Direction to legal parking needs improvement
Maintaining county areas of responsibility – maintenance and liability
() Parking lots – County lot built in 2 stages
() Expectations from USFS are difficult for the County to meet
() Snow removal on back side of parking lots – access for maintenance is a challenge as there is a small window of opportunity after snow melts before the
peak use season hits
() Striping – no desirable window of opportunity
() Traffic control devices – K-Rails not desirable
() County signing update needed – needs to be passed by Board
Parking
() Parking is saturated at busy times. Agitated competition for parking spaces by
10 or 11 in the morning – circulation delay
() Need funding and capital investment
() Parking demand exceeds parking capacity (day use)
() Dealing with buses – especially school buses and church groups – weekdays
Opportunities

• Change attitude of users and their expectations they should be able to park close to
the lake
• Could the USFS take over County parking lot? Could maintain – maybe charge use
fees?
• Clearly defined parking system and enforcement should assist
() If the County road has clear signage, CHP can enforce
() New Forest Service staff resources for enforcement will be provided through
FERC licensing beginning 2010 summer season.
• Reduce demand – transit options?
() Increase ability to access
() The County transit system currently offers service to Dodge Ridge
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• Need signage to say “Parking Full”
() Changing physical sign on Caltrans property an issue
() Use of Caltrans electronic sign at Soulsbyville could be an option to intercept
people before they drive up the hill – radio for conditions
() Needs to have an approved message and people who can authorize, but is
doable
• Pay for parking (day use) – peak weekends/times vs. all the time
() Difficult to administer – PPA may support easier to enforce
• Bus parking or public parking with shuttle provided should be explored
() Dodge Ridge has shuttle buses – could be used as a bus parking lot with a
shuttle and/or for public parking
() Bus lot and/or RV lot – by Community Center or old gas station?
• Circulation improvements
() Reconfiguration of boat launch and marina should be investigated
() One way loop? Pinecrest Lake Road and Pinecrest Avenue
() Road/intersection realignment options around the day use area should be considered
• Funding
() Forest highway status on Dodge Ridge Road (County has requested). This
could extend on Pinecrest Lake Road/Pinecrest Avenue to the highway.
() Maybe Pinecrest Lake Road should also have Forest Highway status?
() USFS, Caltrans and FWHA form a tri-agency team to analyze and approve
proposals
() Won’t upgrade road status but will trade miles on similar designation road in
the same area
() FWHA money
() Reconstruction, resurfacing – 3 R’s
() Process outline: Request to Forest Supervisor – tri agency review – regional
office approval – February or early March – Tri-Board approval
() Capital investment funding opportunities (once a year project request – likely to
be late winter/early fall). The following categories apply:
() Trails
() Facilities & Recreation
() Road
() Parking fees/entrance/boat launch
() Fee Retention under the Recreation Enhancement Act is now available to the
FS.
() Need to submit a proposal which must be reviewed by a statewide RAC
(Regional Advisory Committee).
4.

Goals (per Karen Caldwell)
• The goal for the project is to manage the problems we have now, not to increase the
capacity of people using the Beach/Basin.
• The Forest Plan states there should be no net loss of legal parking – it could be
amended if needed.
• A decrease in parking spaces could be offset with transit – this would be the mitigation for the decrease (Forest Plan would not need amendment)
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• Shuttling is an option if parking spaces decrease at the lakefront.
• Don’t want to overburden or compromise the visitor experience because of transit
enabling more people to visit.
• Need to consider the vehicle movement of users that are staying in the Basin (permittees, org camps, etc) in addition to those that are driving up for the day.
Economics Stakeholder Meeting
1. Introductions
2. Existing Conditions
a. Strengths
• Current circulation and parking works apart from 10 days of the year in peak times
• Pinecrest separate from highway
• Parking is sheltered from the viewshed – parking lots hidden from campgrounds
• The group supported the previous meeting bullet points
• Pedestrian paths along Pinecrest Lake Road
b.
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Challenges
Bus movement – drivers disregard signage at Rustic
Boat ramp access congestion
() Parking past snack bar not a good idea
() Boat trailers need to get in and out
South End area
() Not enough parking spaces for Cabin Permittees on South Shore of the Lake
() 35 cabins – 22 parking spaces
Far end south shore and north shore parking needed?
() Okay now with parking allowed on boat storage parcel
Part of the PLR boat storage parcel could be used for parking. PLR needs boat storage for operation
There is currently 1 parking space per unit at PLR’s Townhouses
Enforcement – PPA has no enforcement for their lot at south end. Public get in at
times.
Parking in cabin driveways and along Pinecrest Lake Road
Lakeshore Drive
() County has jurisdiction over road from center line to parking
() USFS has jurisdiction over the parking spaces

3. Opportunities
• Parking at PLR commercial area is also public parking and should be included in
study? The license requires parking for day use recreation access only.
() There are 2 spaces in this lot dedicated to Resort cabins
• Commercial Center occupies 6,000 square feet. What amount of retail parking is
required for the businesses?
• Consider Permeable pavement
• Shuttle down from Dodge Ridge, especially for campground overflow vehicles
• Should have way to deal with shoulder parking, if proposed
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• Could some areas be angle parking to fit more vehicles and be safer along Pinecrest
Lake Road?
• Potential shared parking agreements
• Area 1A – more parking (lot of space). If for seasonal use it may not need to be paved.
PLR would be okay with parking on it. Current Master plans identify as additional
parking
() If it is a public facility, it should be out of the permit area. The permit could be
amended.
• Crestview – PG&E gravel road – extend to make circle?
• Look at internal movement and day use movement
• Community Center bus parking has the space for bus turnaround
() Need to allow parking space for interpretive trail
() County Building (under permit with Tuolumne County) has 2 students but is
rarely used in the summer. Need to check on permit boundary for this.
• PLR Maintenance facility parcel may not accommodate turning area for buses
• Buses should unload/load near the amphitheater
• Would benefit from improved pathway signage to reduce pedestrian traffic on roads
near boat ramp
• Could limit the users on the road to the boat ramp to just those launching and north
shore cabin residents without driveways or road access.
• The County lot currently has marking for vehicles with attached boat trailers
() Could improve the FS area to accommodate trailers and maybe remove 1
campsite for more space
() Require boat trailers to be unhitched for parking.
• Need to keep chain-on area at Dodge Ridge Road
• Parking for campgrounds is needed, including overflow parking
• Potential for a one way loop to eliminate an intersection (Dodge Ridge Road &
Pinecrest Lake Road) – could be seasonal
() Relieve bottleneck and backup at road intersection when skiers trying to turn
left out to highway.
() Assist to create more a four season amenity
• Pinecrest Campground – need a turnout at entrance
• Directional signage should be improved
• Dodge Ridge is interested in parking and shuttle opportunities
• Slow traffic off highway – deceleration lane on Hwy 108?

Pinecrest Recreation Area
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B. Summary of Public Meetings
Two drop-in style public input meetings were held to gather input from Pinecrest
Permittees, users and stakeholders. The first meeting was held on January 23,
2010 from 2:00-5:00pm at the San Ramon Valley Conference Center, California
and the second meeting was held on January 26, 2010, from 5:00–7:00pm at the
Stanislaus National Forest Supervisor’s Office in Sonora, California
Permittees were notified of these meetings with a flyer sent via the United States
Postal Service and other interested parties were notified through publication in the
Union Democrat.
The following maps were on display at the meetings for participants:
Existing Conditions Map
Existing Photos Board
Opportunities - Circulation & Gateways
Opportunities - Transit Strategy
Opportunities - Parking
The following is a compilation of issues, questions and suggestions collected at
the meetings:

Issues/Questions/Suggestions
January 23rd, 2010 Meeting
1. Public parking is affecting cabin lots (Sugarpine Ave)
• Moving barriers
• Compaction/erosion
• Parking in cabin/private driveways
2. Shuttle needs to service cabin areas as well as parking areas
3. How to turn folk back before they get here – post full parking, time limits in certain
places?
4. Shuttle – 15 passenger too small with all their stuff – maybe 24 passenger like airport
with luggage area, ADA would need to be included
5. Boat launch area needs to be looked at
• 2nd launch ramp somewhere?
• Keep it in one place
• Hand launch somewhere? Deal with in shoreline plan
6. Do a master plan and determine carrying capacity of area
7. Permit parking for permittees
8. Charge parking fee (Meters/permits)
9. No Parking signs or permit only in cabin area
10. Parking on Dodge Ridge for camp ground overflow (not on Table 2)
11. Parking at old school site (not on Table 2)
12. Don’t steal boat barn lot until you use the two above
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13. Remove parking from lake/more picnic area/electric shuttles – recreation use for “old
lodge site”
14. Shuttle bus from cabin areas – for cabin owners
15. No stop signs on Pinecrest Lake Road – going into lake!
16. Boat barn used all year round by Pinecrest Lake Resort – don’t take down
17. Dirt lot next to boat barn used by permittees with cabin s across lake with only boat
access – they need long term parking (approx. 15 spaces)
18. Long term boat trailers – move to different location to ‘free up’ daily use parking (e.g.
in meadow behind condos)
19. Transit should be concentrated in commercial area not beyond turnaround where
campgrounds end
20. What type of transit – electric?
21. At lots or #’s 1&10 remove trees and rocks for more parking. This would allow 3
rows/lanes for vehicle parking
22. Flip parking to other side of Lakeshore drive
23. Increase capacity of Pinecrest sewer system to accept increases
24. What is the “capacity goal” – some/more/less? Any increase will require additional
sewer service!
25. Lakeshore Drive along day use area needs “drop-off’ zones for picnicking and beach
uses
26. Some way to notify people “down below” that parking at Pinecrest is full – Electric
sign/radio broadcast/entrance booth
27. Picnic table distributions is skewed many more tables west of amphitheater causes traffic circulation on Lakeshore Drive eastern end
28. Keep designation around lake as “beach” not just for F.S. designated 1, 2 & 3. Beach
use goes all around from north of boat dock to east of fishing pier
29. Charge for day use parking
30. Boat trailer area needs to stay where it is. How would the person who is parking the
trailer get back to get his boat out of the way (from dock) so others can launch boats.
It’s too far away as it is!
31. Would shuttle draw more people to beach than we have now? Too many people
already
32. Need shuttle through cabin area, as those living farther away need to take a car!
33. Put “No Parking at Any Time” signs throughout cabin area. The roads are too narrow to support parking plus 2-way traffic
34. Parking Area 6 is a cabin parcel, not an existing parking area
35. Move boat trailers from Parking area #10 and replace with vehicles
36. There is an opportunity for boat trailer storage near Carl’s Hill off Sugarpine Ave.
The area was flattened out some years ago
37. T-intersection at Pinecrest Lake Road and Lakeshore Drive is a bad idea as most traffic goes around to the right
38. No internal transit needed for cabins/permittees
January 23rd, 2010 Meeting
39. Is there any information on # of cars parking in lake area that come from the Lair of
the Bear. If a lot maybe Lair could use a lot of shuttling (or already exists isn’t being
used?)
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40. If you build them (parking spaces) they will fill – at least on busy weekends. At some
point the congestion and concentrated use will overwhelm the experience. If there
is an entrance station located to a) welcome, b) provide information, and c) turn
away day use visitors for some period of time when parking is full. That will reduce
vehicles driving endlessly looking for non-existent spaces.
41. Parking is the problem not traffic flow!
42. Look to create parking spaces at any dog walking/roadside paths that are too hot for
dogs.
43. Designate permittee parking closer to marina for loading/parking (cabins only accessible by water/boat)
44. Snow play in this area should be considered/designed for winter.
45. Parking is the problem
46. People re-circulate looking for parking spaces
47. Parking congestion is only a problem on peak weekends; July 4th & Labor Day.
Beware of overkill.
48. Charge minimal fee for day use
49. Reconfigure present parking plan to accommodate more cars
50. No cutting down trees, shrubs.
51. Park boat trailers away
52. When Pinecrest is full, post sign at entrance
53. Provide angle parking spaces off Dodge Ridge Road to help with overflow parking from Meadowview Campground (this area is not counted in the existing parking
counts as it is used by campground users, not recreation users in Pinecrest)
54. Look at larger parking areas further away from the beach, especially if shuttle is provided
55. There is not much loading area at the boat ramp, especially for permittees. Consider
adding boat loading zone between fire boat dock and boat ramp.
56. Provide pervious pavement in new areas to be paved
57. Improve day use amenity by removing parking in Parking Area # 2
58. Add picnic tables near the amphitheater. At the moment this is used heavily for
groups – need more tables
59. There are 23 spaces after the turnaround for permittees. The private road after the
parking is maintained by owners but PG&E uses and tears it up.
60. Provide speed bumps for summer conditions that can be removed for winter plowing
61. Parcel at maintenance facility needs to be halved (as shown on plans)
62. If transit is introduced it should end at Rustic Avenue
63. Consider moving the dog walk to the campground side of Lakeshore Drive
64. Cabin owners sometimes use day use parking facilities to free up space for visitors
(since 2 parking spaces allowed per cabin)
65. Pinecrest Avenue existing conditions estimates. The existing parking was estimated at
80 spaces. This number was questioned. Usually no more than 20 cars parked there
even at peak times. These spaces would only be removed if the Board of Supervisors
would approve adding “no parking” signage that could be enforced. Should they
really be counted as a “deficit” in parking as there is no confirmation this would be
approved?
66. Table 2: Potential Actions to Address Loss of Parking
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•
•

2nd option for Parking area #5 would increase congestion and need tree
removal
3rd option for parking area #5 would infringe on permittees (cabin owners and
Pinecrest Lake Resort) and complicate circulation because of turning movements of trailers on small parcel. Is this the best use of that parcel?

Comments received via PPA e-mail
GENERAL
67. ‘Provide more parking spaces in an arrangement that doesn’t destroy any trees, or
degrade the natural environment’
68. ‘ .. hope that PG & E works towards a solution (regarding parking) that keeps
Pinecrest in as natural a state as possible’
69. ‘the noise of a bus with bus stops would ruin the peaceful rural feeling in Pinecrest’
70. ‘it would be detrimental to Pinecrest to see a “transit system” put in place’
71. ‘more questions, need to be answered before you get down to a nitty-gritty type of
plan to actually manage “parking.”’
72. ‘for parking plans to be enforceable you need to designate parking clearly (so courts
will uphold any enforcement action) and that will take a big capital outlay. Then,
once the parking areas are clearly delineated (and properly signed) there has to be
meaningful enforcement or the whole effort is meaningless’
MAPPING
73. ‘The road labeled Sugar Pine on the map circulated is really Rustic Avenue. Rustic
extends from the Pinecrest Lake Road to Lakeshore Drive, taking a square (greater
than square) corner at the start of Cliff Lane. Sugar Pine starts from the Dodge Ridge
road, not the Pinecrest Lake Road.’
74. ‘Parking Area 6, identified on Table 1 as On-Street Parking Along Highland Way,
and shown on the Existing Conditions Map, is actually portions of Lots 40 and 38’

Pinecrest Recreation Area
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C. Design Opportunities
The Design Team identified opportunities related to parking, circulation and transit. These were shown graphically on a series of plans for review by PG&E, the
USFS and the public based on established design principles. Feedback from the
meetings was incorporated into assessment of the opportunities. Meeting notes for
stakeholder meetings and public workshops are in the Appendix.

1. Parking
A. Vehicle Parking
Required improvements to meet American Disability Act (ADA) requirements
and County Code.
The first step in examining parking was to look at restriping and providing regulatory “no
parking” signage in existing parking areas to maximize efficiency and restrict unsafe spaces
where parking currently occurs.
B. Potential improvements through reconfiguring
Some existing parking areas can be improved through reconfiguring. The design team
explored a number of alternatives for these lots, identifying potential improvements and the
resulting potential change in number of parking spaces. Parking lots with potential to be
improved/expanded by reconfiguring (refer to Figure 7 for location): 1, 2, 5, 8
Potential improvements explored for each lot are summarized in Table 6 with a listing of
advantages and disadvantages for each scenario. Design sketches were produced to explore
layout alternatives to enable identification of parking space numbers. These are included in
the report.
C. Day Use Bus Parking
The design team reviewed two sites for their potential related to long-term (all-day) bus
storage, the Pinecrest Lake Resort Maintenance Facility site on Pinecrest Lake Road and the
Schoolhouse/Community Center located off Dodge Ridge Road. This storage is needed to
provide a space for buses (such as those used for school field trip) to park in the area without
impacting the immediate shoreline area of Pinecrest Lake. While short-term bus loading/
unloading space is appropriate near the day use area, longer term parking is envisioned as
occurring in a less sensitive location. Buses will enter Pinecrest from SR 108 and serve the
drop-off area, then drive to the parking area while the passengers are at the lake, returning
later in the day for pick-up at the lake.
Discussion with USFS staff indicates that the number of buses in Pinecrest on a busy day is
typically two or three, but can be as high as five. In addition, there is a desire as part of the
transportation plan process to accommodate future growth up to roughly ten buses at one
time.
Existing Pinecrest Lake Resort Maintenance Facility
This site (an old gas station) is located along the south side of Pinecrest Lake Road roughly a
quarter mile east of SR 108, and is currently used to maintain PLR vehicles and
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Figure 6 - Parking
Pinecrest
Traffic/Circulation/Parking Plan
developed for
as required by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
License # 2130 for the Spring Gap - Stanislaus Project

in collaboration with
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Figure 7 - Circulation and Gateways
Pinecrest
Traffic/Circulation/Parking Plan
developed for
as required by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
License # 2130 for the Spring Gap - Stanislaus Project

in collaboration with
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Figure 8 - Transit Strategy
Pinecrest
Traffic/Circulation/Parking Plan
developed for
as required by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
License # 2130 for the Spring Gap - Stanislaus Project

in collaboration with
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TABLE 5: Parking Impacts of Required Improvements to meet ADA requirements and County Code
Parking
Area

Description

Required
Improvement

Existing
Parking
Spaces

1 L-Shaped County Lot on Pinecrest
Lake Rd.

Net Change
Parking Spaces
in Parking
With Improvement Spaces

180

180

0

2 Lakeside Lot South of Snack Shack
(3 parking lots)

Restripe to improve
circulation

100

89

-11

3 90-Degree Spaces along Lake Side
of Lakeshore Ave.

Redesign boat ramp
turnaround

10

7

-3

4 90-Degree Spaces along Lake Side
of Lakeshore Dr.

95

95

0

5 Boat Barn Lot on Mountain Side of
Lakeshore Ave.

26

26

0

6 Highland Way - Dirt lot within
residential area

Prohibit parking

4

0

-4

7 On-Street Parking Along Pinecrest
Ave.

Prohibit parking

60

0

-60

8 Overflow Lot on Pinecrest Lake
Rd. Opposite Campground
Driveway

50

50

0

9 Campground Overflow Lot on
N/A
Campground Side of Pinecrest Lake
Rd.

14

14

0

10 Boat Trailer Parking Lot

Pave

42

42

0

11 On-Street Parking Along Dodge
Ridge Rd. Chainup Area

N/A

41

41

0

622

544

-78

Total Day Use Parking
Lots for a variety of uses
12 PLR Commercial Parking Area

N/A

53

53

0

13 Parking Lot near end of Lakeshore
Drive near fishing access

N/A

23

23

0

14 Pinecrest Lake Resort Maintenance
Facility

N/A

0

Bus Parking

N/A

15 Pinecrest Community Center

N/A

0

Bus Parking

N/A

643

549

-94

Total Vehicle Parking Spaces for Day Use

Notes:
• Area 6 is a dirt lot within a residential area. These are not illegal, but should be replaced in another location.
This lot could be added to the existing PPA permit and signed for North Shore cabin permittees who have no
road access to their cabins.
• Area 7 contains incidental unmanaged parking (up to 60 cars on a peak day) These are not illegal parking
spaces but should be replaced in another location and signed “no parking” as they compromise circulation,
safety and natural resource protection.
Conclusion: Bringing existing parking into compliance with County codes and ADA will result in a net
loss of 78 spaces.
Source: LSC Transportation Consultants, Inc., Forest Service staff, and PG&E staff.
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equipment. This site is relatively constrained, with approximately 65 feet of pavement
between the existing building face and the south.
Due to the relatively high traffic volumes and speeds along Pinecrest Lake Road at this location, it is not considered to be acceptable for buses to back onto or off of the roadway when
accessing the parking spaces. This precludes simply providing a series of north-south “head
in” spaces along the building front.
Instead, the conceptual layout shown in Figure 9 - Bus Parking Option A would need to be
provided. This allows westbound buses coming from the lake to pull in, park, and then pull
out back to the east. Buses could also enter from the west. As shown, a total of five buses
could be parked within the existing permit boundary.
Additional buses could be parked by extending the angled bus parking further to the east,
but this would require tree removal and some moderate amount of fill. Note that this layout
would allow continued use of the existing structure for PLR maintenance functions, though
the reduction in available parking could hinder these activities.
Advantages
• Can be easily found by bus drivers, as they will see it on their inbound trip to the
area.
• Not close to existing residences, cabins or campgrounds.
• Does not require backing movements.
Disadvantages
• Relatively limited capacity without expansion beyond current limits of development.
• A relatively unattractive land use to place on the key entrance to Pinecrest and Dodge
Ridge.
• Would preclude use of this site for trailhead parking for the Trail of the Mi-Wuk as
specified in the PG&E/FS Recreation Settlement Agreement.
Pinecrest Community Center
This site is along Pinecrest School Road, roughly 0.1 mile west of Dodge Ridge Road. It
consists of two existing informal parking lots, a lot to the west immediately adjacent to the
school/community center, and a second lot to the east. A review of several layout options
indicates that the most effective plan would be to use the eastern parking lot for bus parking
in rows parallel to Pinecrest School Road, and use the western parking lot as a bus turnaround and auto parking area, as shown in Figure 10 - Bus Parking Option B. This layout
accommodates up to nine buses at a time. The first five buses to arrive would pull into the
western column of spaces, and then could depart by simply pulling forward and then circulating around the western parking lot. The four bus spaces to the east would (if the buses
to the west were still then upon departure) need to make a straight backing maneuver, and
then pull forward to U-turn in the western parking lot. (Additional buses could potentially
park to the east of these bus positions, but this runs the risk of blocking in buses in the
center column.)
The boundary of the western parking lot would need to be kept clear of parked vehicles to a
width of roughly 20 feet to allow bus movements (at least when buses are using this parking
area), but the inside of this western parking lot could be used for auto parking.
Advantages
• Accommodates a greater number of buses without need for additional paving
• Does not impact the scenic quality of key roadways.
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Figure 9 - Bus Parking Option A

Pinecrest Traffic/Circulation/ Parking Plan
developed for
as required by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
License # 2130 for the Spring Gap - Stanislaus Project

in collaboration with
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Figure 10 - Bus Parking Option B

Pinecrest Traffic/Circulation/ Parking Plan
developed for
as required by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
License # 2130 for the Spring Gap - Stanislaus Project

in collaboration with
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TABLE 6: Potential Actions to Address Loss of Parking

Parking
Area
Description (refer to Figure 1 for location)
1

L-Shaped County Lot on Pinecrest Lake Rd.

1a
2

Potential Action

Existing
Parking
Spaces

Effective Net
Increase in
Parking Spaces Advantages

Disadvantages

180
Expand parking area

Lakeside Lot South of Snack Shack (3 parking lots)

Up to 40

Convenient walk to beach, within existing development area

Remove trees, increase pavement, visual impact

100

* 2a

Reconfigure and Expand

Up to 15

Increase parking close to beach and boat ramp, user convenience

Scenic impact, increase pavement near beach

* 2b

Reconfigure area to improve day use amenities

Up to 84

Increase parking close to beach and boat ramp, user convenience,
improve circulation, increase minimum distance between parking
and beach

Scenic impact, increase pavement near beach, relocate structure, cost

* 2c

Reconfigure area to improve day use amenities

Up to 84

“

“

“

“

2d

Reconfigure area to improve day use amenities

Up to 84

“

“

“

“

Up to 80

“

“

“

“

3
5

Reconfigure area to improve day use amenities
Boat Barn Lot on Mountain Side of Lakeshore Ave.

26

* 5a

Expand auto parking while preserving boat barn structure

Up to 32

Preserves some PLR operations, reduces congestion through key
Pinecrest Avenue/Lakeshore Drive intersection, provides convenient parking location for autos

Reduces PLR use of lot, scenic impacts of increasing pavement near
cabins and boat ramp

* 5b

Expand auto parking and remove boat barn structure

Up to 52

Reduces congestion through key Pinecrest Avenue/Lakeshore Drive
intersection, provides convenient parking location for autos

Eliminates PLR use of lot, scenic impacts of increasing pavement near
cabins and boat ramp

* 5c

Expand auto with trailer parking and remove boat barn
structure

Up to 16

Reduces congestion through key Pinecrest Avenue/Lakeshore Drive
intersection, provides convenient parking location for boaters

Eliminates PLR use of lot, loss of 26 existing vehicle parking spaces,
scenic impacts of increasing pavement near cabins and boat ramp, would
require sidewalk to keep pedestrians from walking down the County
road.

Up to 50

Maintains some parking in areas currently used for parking, while
also addressing current impacts on emergency access

Continues existing day use traffic near cabins, more pavement reduces
scenic quality of roadway

6

Highland Way - dirt lot near residential area

7

On-Street Parking Along Pinecrest Ave.

7a

8

Relocate to permittee parcel, not public day use parking

4

0

60
Widen roadway width to provide parallel parking spaces
where feasible without removing large trees, impacting
wetlands or requiring substantial grading.

Overlow Lot on Pinecrest Lake Rd. Opposite
Campground Driveway

50

* 8a

Formalize parking within existing footprint by adding
perimeter timbers and signage

Up to 25

Increase parking efficiency, minimal environmental impact, convenient location along Pinecrest Lake Road.

Requires roughly a 1,500 feet walk to the beach, impact PLR permit
area?

* 8b

Expand parking area and pave.

Up to 74

Increase parking efficiency, convenient location along Pinecrest
Lake Road.

Requires roughly a 1,500 feet walk to the beach, impact PLR permit
area?

* 8c

Expand parking area and pave (USFS-Brian Kermeen
scheme)

Up to 99

Increase parking efficiency, convenient location along Pinecrest
Lake Road.

Requires roughly a 1,500 feet walk to the beach, impact PLR permit
area?

Reconfigure for boat trailer parking

Up to 50

Improved circulation and safety

Located further from the lake

Reduce congestion and parking demand near lake, reduce emissions, can serve bus and trailer parking away from lake

Ongoing operating costs

8d
10

Boat Trailer Parking Lot

Incorporate into Lot #1

42

11

On Street Parking along Dodge Ridge Rd. Chainup Area

Parking restricted

41

--

--

Provide Local Shuttle Bus

--

--

Provide Bicycle/Pedestrian Trail Network Enhancements

0

Reduce congestion and parking demand near lake, reduce emissions
499

Total Day Use Parking
Lots for a Variety of Uses
12

Commercial Cener Lot on Pinecrest Lake Rd.

None - Not Day Use Parking

53

0

13

Private Cabin Parking Lot on Lakeshore Dr. Past Turnaround
(no public spaces)

None - Not Day Use Parking

23

0

14

Pinecrest Lake Resort Maintenance Facility

None - Not Day Use Parking

0

0

15

Pinecrest Community Center

Bus parking and limited trailhead parking

0 - Day Use

Up to 9

Capacity for buses on existing paved area

Need to clearly define trailhead parking and Community Center
ing

park-

* diagrams included in report
Source: LSC Transportation Consultants, Inc. and Design Workshop.
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• Would be directly served by the potential Pinecrest Shuttle internal transit route.
• Pedestrian path provided directly to Pinecrest Lake.
Disadvantages
• Roughly 0.3 miles longer trip to/from day use area.
• Could impact the Trail of the Survivors nature trailhead parking.
• Approximately 150 feet from the nearest campsite in Meadowview Campground.
Recommendation

From an operational perspective, the Pinecrest Community Center site is preferable. If the
impacts on the campground and nature trail are found to not be a serious consideration, this
is recommended as the preferred location.

2. Circulation and Wayfinding
A. Boat Ramp Area
• Improve the boat ramp circulation by widening turnaround lane to allow better turn
movements and reduce potential for stopped vehicles blocking Lakeshore Avenue.
Include accessible parking spaces to serve the new accessible public dock and provide
staging areas on approach and departure from the boat ramp.
• Redesign “snack shack” parking (Area 2) and associated day use facilities to allow
efficient layout of the parking lot, access to the boat ramp and improve circulation.
B. Road Intersections
• Reconfigure Pinecrest Lake Road / Lakeshore Drive intersection into a T intersection
(with Pinecrest Lake Road as the base of the T) to discourage large vehicles entering
Lakeshore Drive and organize vehicle travel paths.
C. Rustic Avenue Intersection
• Improve turnaround at Lakeshore Drive / Rustic Avenue by making the interior
island smaller by approximately 5 feet on the south and west sides, allowing adequate
space for RV drivers (up to 30’ length) to make a U turn. A 40 foot bus could also
be accommodated but the driver would need to negotiate it perfectly. If they did not,
they could back into Rustic Avenue to give them more space to make the turn back
westbound onto Lakeshore Drive. OR
• Provide a traffic circle at Lakeshore Drive / Rustic Avenue through which all traffic
would circulate. This could accommodate an RV, 30-foot truck or boat trailer. A
drop-off lane could also be included that would fit up to 3 cars at a time.
D. Signage and Gateways
• Provide gateway treatment on Pinecrest Lake Road east of the USFS Visitor Center
driveway to slow traffic by changing the perception of the driving environment of
drivers exiting SR 108. The treatment would need to comply with USFS entry and
signage standards. The gateway should be located approximately 400-450 feet east of
the Ranger Station driveway (roughly 500 feet west of the PLR maintenance facility).
This location provides adequate distance for drivers turning onto Pinecrest Lake Road
from the state highway to see the gateway and slow to 25 mph. A pedestrian crossing
for the trails network could be provided near the gateway treatment near Hwy 108.
• Improve signage to discourage larger vehicles on Lakeshore Drive and guide drivers to
more remote parking areas.
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•

Develop a signage strategy to improve wayfinding and provide regulatory signage.

E. Loading Areas
• Provide bus pullout / drop-off zone on east side of Pinecrest Avenue between
Pinecrest Lake Road and Lakeshore Avenue. (Short-term parking only – 30 minute
maximum).
• Provide loading zones to service boat launch areas, amphitheater, fishing area and
beaches/picnic sites.
F. Trail System and Pedestrian Connections
• Improve the walk/bike/ADA trail system.
• Enhance crosswalks, through use of “international” crosswalk striping (thick painted
bars parallel with the travel lanes) along with signage, across Pinecrest Lake Road,
Pinecrest Avenue, and Lakeshore Drive.
• Provide an obvious trail connection between the two ends of the existing National
Recreation Trail.

3. Transit
Alternatives for providing Transit and managing buses were explored to offset
potential reduction in parking spaces and improve circulation by managing large
vehicles. Day Use bus parking could be relocated away from the lake, utilizing
either the asphalt area adjacent to the Pinecrest Community Center or an area
adjacent to the Pinecrest Lake Resort Maintenance Facility. A shuttle service may
be implemented if final redevelopment and upgrades result in a net loss of day
use recreation parking. Details of this system are outlined below.
Intra-Pinecrest Shuttle Service on Peak Summer Days.
This shuttle service would only operate within the immediate Pinecrest area, and would
not serve as a shuttle from parking areas outside the immediate Pinecrest area. A series
of stops would be served at least two times per hour. Passengers could flag down the bus
along the route at any location where serving the stop would not cause a traffic problem.
Characteristics of this service could be:
•
•
•

Days of Operation – Friday through Sunday and Holidays from Memorial Day
Weekend through Labor Day Weekend.
Hours of Operation – 8 AM to 8 PM.
Key Stops:
• Transit Center (Snack Shack)
• Lakeshore Drive / Rustic Avenue
• Lakeshore Drive – East End
• Entrance to Pinecrest Campground
• Intersection of Pinecrest Lake Road / Sugar Pine Road
• Entrance to Meadowview Campground
• Pinecrest Community Center
• Pioneer Trail Group Campground

Pinecrest Recreation Area
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Service could be provided at the Transit Center at the top of the hour and the bottom
of the hour. Service times could also be published for the other defined stops. These
stops could be provided with a transit stop sign as well as a bench (where existing seating is not available).
Serving additional stops within the cabin areas was considered but would preclude operating a convenient twice-per-hour service, and thus would reduce the overall benefit of
the service. A large majority of the cabins are within a convenient (quarter-mile or less)
walking distance to the established route.
•

Type of Vehicle: 15 to 18 passenger gasoline powered van. Wheelchair accessible. Space provided for folding chairs, groceries, and beach gear. Bicycle rack
provided.

D. Pinecrest User Survey and Parking Count Survey
Between August 13, 2009 and September 6, 2009 user surveys were handed
out at the Pinecrest Day Use Area and Campgrounds. Also vehicle counts
were taken of the designated parking areas in the Pinecrest recreation area
(see map for more detail). The surveys were conducted by Louis-Berger &
Associates, a contractor hired by PG&E. Generally the surveys and vehicle
counts were taken Thursday through Saturday between 10:00am and 2:00pm
on weekdays and between 10:00am and 6:00pm on weekends and holidays.
The purpose of the surveys conducted by Louis-Berger & Associates was to
begin the process of gathering information for the TCP plan and to assess if
user trends had changed since the previous studies were taken during relicensing of the project in the early 2000’s.
Surveys were also given to the Pinecrest Permitee Association to gather information on the congestion and parking issues at Pinecrest.
The survey forms and the detailed results of the surveys are listed on the
pages that follow.
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Survey Map 1
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Survey Map 2
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User Survey
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User Survey Data
Survey Form Question Number
Question 1
Question 2
Question 3
Question 4
Question 5
Question 6

Question 7

date. Self explanatory
Primary residence - in cases where only a country was written on the form then the country was
reported in the spreadsheet for both city and state. (i.e. Germany/Germany)
# in Party
# vehicles used to get to the Day use area
# of passengers per vehicle - Reported in the spreadsheet as the total number of passengers per vehicle
type. For total number of vehicles refer to question 4
Trailer parking refers to locations based on a map which accompanied the survey form where 1 = the
dirt lot across from the main entrance to Pinecrest Campground, 2 = paved county parking lot, 3 =
Dirt lot south of the snack bar, 4 = Dirt lot north of the snack bar, 5 = Dirt trailer parking, 6 =
Private cabin parking, 7 = Roadside parking along the south side of Pinecrest, 8 = Roadside parking
on Pinecrest Ave., 9 = Roadside parking on Dodge Ridge, and 0 = Parked in camp ground.
an X is placed in the cells indicating the months in which the surveyee visits Pinecrest. Empty cells
indicate months when the surveyee does not visit Pinecrest

Inconsistency
This Question is only in the spreadsheet and serves to indicate whether the months that the survey
between
taker visits Pinecrest are consistent with their answers to question 8 (i.e. is it fair for this survey taker
months visited to evaluate parking during seasons when they were not present)
and seasonal
parking opinions
Question 8

Question 9
Question 10

Question
Question
Question
Question
Question
Question

11
12
12
12
12
12

This question is broken into 2 parts with the first part regarding traffic and the second part regarding
parking. Answers to this quest appear in a number format where 1 = no congestion, 2 = slight
congestion, 3 = moderate congestion, 4 = extreme congestion, and 5 = not familiar.
Primary destination (Yes or No)
Location where staying. 1 = Pioneer Group Campground, 2 = Meadowview Campground, 3 =
Pinecrest Campground, 4 = Rental Cabin or condo, 5 =Recreation residence, 6 = Forest Service
permitted cabin, 7 = Non-Pinecrest cabin, 8 = other (___), and 9 = not staying overnight here.
how long are you staying. Reported in number of Days
Self explanatory
Self explanatory
Self explanatory
Self explanatory
Self explanatory

Other Notes:
**
Indicates area with no entry on survey form
-Indicates where the survey answer does not fit survey question or the answer is otherwise unclear
A
Indicates survey number does not correspond with alphabetical order on spreadsheet; surveys were
received via mail at a later date.
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Pinecrest Permitee Association Survey Data
Survey from Question Number
Question 1
Date. Self explanatory
Question 2
# in Party
Question 3
Average length of stay in weeks 1-4 and other
Question 4
# vehicles used to get to the Day Use Area
Question 5
# passengers per vehicle - Reported in the spreadsheet as the total numer of passengers per vehicle
type.
Question 6
Car parking refers to locations based on a map which accompanied the survey form where
1 = the dirt lot across from the main entrance to Pinecrest Campground, 2 = paved county parking
lot, 3 = Dirt lot South of the snack bar, 4 = Dirt lot North of the snack bar, 5 = Dirt trailer parking,
6 = Private cabin parking, 7 = Roadside parking along the South side of Pinecrest, 8 = Roadside
parking on Pinecrest Ave., 9 = Roadside parking on Dodge Ridge, and 0 = Parked in campground.
Question 7
If no drive how did one access the DUA. Bike, walk, other
Question 8
This question is broken into 2 parts with the first part regarding traffic and the second part regarding
parking
Question 9
Where is the cabin? North shore/South shore
Question 10
If cabin is on North shore, where do you park?
Question 11
If cabin is Pinecrest proper, where do you park?
Question 12
Self explanatory
Question 13
Self explanatory
Question 14
Self explanatory. Reported in minutes
Question 15
Self explanatory
Question 16
Self explanatory
Other notes:
**
indicates areas with no entry on survey form
-indicates where the survey answer does not fit survey question or the answer is otherwise unclear
A
indicates survey number does not correspond with alphabetical order on spreadsheet; surveys were received via
mail or at a later date

Pinecrest Recreation Area
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Pinecrest Permitee Association Survey Results

Pinecrest Permitee Association Survey Comments
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Parking Data
** Indicates no data for that date
Parking Lot 1:

Unpaved parking lot with no formal spaces delineated. Estimated capacity: 70 - 80A

Parking Lot 2:

Paved parking lot. 140 spaces delineated for cars, 40 for trailers. Estimated capacity: 180 - 220B

Parking Lot 3:

Mostly paved parking lot with no formal spaces delineated. Estimated capacity: 100 - 115A

Parking Lot 4:

Unpaved parking lot with no formal spaces delineated & adjacent small paved lot with 10 spaces
delineated. Estimated capacity: 32 - 36A

Parking Lot 5:

Unpaved parking lot designated for trailers with no formal spaces delineated. Estimated capacity:
40 - 44C

Parking Lot 6:

Partially paved parking lot with no formal delineated spaces. Estimated capacity: 23 - 25A

Parking Lot 7:

Paved roadside parking with most spaces delineated. Estimated capacity: 100 - 108D

Parking Lot 8:

Paved roadside parking with no formal spaces delineated which was never observed full. Capacity not
estimated and vacant spaces not counted.

Parking Lot 9:

Paved roadside parking with no formal spaces delineated which was never observed full. Capacity not
estimated and vacant spaces not counted.

A

B
C

D

Range in estimated capacity attributable to people’s willingness to park closer to other vehicles than they otherwise would if
space was not a limiting factor.
Range in estimated capacity attributable to people double parking cars in the 40 single spaces marked for trailers.
Range in estimated capacity attributable to variation in size of individual trailers and people’s willingness to park them closer
together than they otherwise would if space was not a limiting factor.
Range in estimated capacity attributable to cars parked in loading and unloading zones and/or in undesignated spots near
dumpters and restrooms.

Parking Data Formatted

Pinecrest Recreation Area
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E. Preliminary Concept Plans
Part of the process of improving traffic, circulation and parking at Pinecrest
involved sketching out how specified areas could be reconfigured, maximizing
efficiency.
The following pages include the results of this concept process.

List of Concept Diagrams
• Reconfigured Snack Shack Area Lot 2 - Option 2A

• Rustic Avenue Turnaround

• Reconfigured Snack Shack Area Lot 2 - Option 2B

• Boat Barn Lot 5 - Option 5C

• Reconfigured Snack Shack Area Lot 2 - Option 2C

• Lot 8 - Option 8A

• Boat Ramp Circulation

• Lot 8 - Option 8B

• Rustic Avenue Traffic Circle

• Lot 8 - Option 8C

Pinecrest Recreation Area

• Boat Barn Lot 5 - Option 5A & 5B
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Reconfigured Snack Shack Area Lot 2 - Option 2A

developed for
as required by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
License # 2130 for the Spring Gap - Stanislaus Project

in collaboration with
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Pinecrest Traffic/Circulation/ Parking Plan

Reconfigured Snack Shack Area Lot 2 - Option 2B

developed for
as required by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
License # 2130 for the Spring Gap - Stanislaus Project

in collaboration with
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Reconfigured Snack Shack Area Lot 2 - Option 2C

developed for
as required by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
License # 2130 for the Spring Gap - Stanislaus Project

in collaboration with
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Boat Ramp Circulation

Traffic Circle
Pinecrest Traffic/Circulation/ Parking Plan

Turnaround
Rustic Avenue Circulation

developed for
as required by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
License # 2130 for the Spring Gap - Stanislaus Project

in collaboration with
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Boat Barn Lot 5 - Options 5A&5B

Pinecrest Traffic/Circulation/ Parking Plan
developed for
as required by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
License # 2130 for the Spring Gap - Stanislaus Project

in collaboration with
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Boat Barn Lot 5 - Option 5C

Pinecrest Traffic/Circulation/ Parking Plan
developed for
as required by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
License # 2130 for the Spring Gap - Stanislaus Project

in collaboration with
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Lot 8 - Option 8a

Pinecrest Traffic/Circulation/ Parking Plan
developed for
as required by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
License # 2130 for the Spring Gap - Stanislaus Project

in collaboration with
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Lot 8 - Option 8B

Pinecrest Traffic/Circulation/ Parking Plan
developed for
as required by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
License # 2130 for the Spring Gap - Stanislaus Project

in collaboration with
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Lot 8 - Option 8C

Pinecrest Traffic/Circulation/ Parking Plan
developed for
as required by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
License # 2130 for the Spring Gap - Stanislaus Project

in collaboration with
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